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Squeezed states are a primary resource for continuous-variable (CV) quantum information pro-
cessing. To implement CV protocols in a scalable and robust way, it is desirable to generate and
manipulate squeezed states using an integrated photonics platform. In this paper, we demonstrate
the generation of quadrature-phase squeezed states measured in the radio-frequency carrier sideband
using a small-footprint silicon-nitride microresonator with a dual-pumped four-wave-mixing process.
We record a squeezed noise level of 1.34 dB (± 0.16 dB) below the photocurrent shot noise, which
corresponds to 3.1 dB (± 0.5 dB) of quadrature squeezing on chip. We also show that it is critical
to account for the nonlinear behavior of the pump fields to properly predict the squeezing that can
be generated in this system. This technology paves the way for creating and manipulating large
scale CV cluster states that can be used for quantum information applications including universal
quantum computing.
Quantum optics can revolutionize information acquisition and processing, including sensing [1, 2], communication
[3], and computation [4], by offering new paradigms to achieve performance that is superior to classical approaches.
The implementation of such schemes requires the use of nonclassical states of light, where information can be carried
by both discrete (DV) and continuous (CV) quantum variables. The quantum sources required to implement most DV
and CV protocols are single photons and squeezed light, respectively. Compared to the DV information processing,
CV schemes provide powerful alternatives with unique features such as high efficiency state characterization and
unconditional state manipulation [5]. Recently, the demand of scalability in quantum information processing has
stimulated efforts to produce quantum light sources on a photonic chip. While fully integrated quasi-deterministic
single photons have been used in proof-of-principle quantum information protocols [6], the on-chip generation of
squeezed light that is suitable for CV protocols remains challenging and has shown less scalability [7–12].
Squeezed states represent a key resource for CV quantum information processing, with applications in universal
quantum computing [13, 14], quantum error correction [15, 16], quantum teleportation [17], quantum secret sharing
[18] and quantum key distribution [19]. There are many ways to generate a quadrature-squeezed state optically,
most of which are based on the three pioneering experiments reported during 1985 and 1986, namely, non-collinear
degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) in atomic ensembles [20], self-phase modulation (SPM) in a χ(3) medium [21],
and degenerate parametric down conversion (DPDC) in a χ(2) medium [22]. It is worth noting that the nonlinear
processes are degenerate for the carrier frequency while noise squeezing arises from photon correlations at nearby
frequency sidebands which are nondegenerate. To date, most of the chip-based squeezed state generations rely on the
DPDC process [7–11], however, the large scale integration of and fabrication on χ(2) materials remains challenging.
As an alternative, researchers have investigated the generation of squeezed states on a platform compatible with
the standard complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process on a silicon chip, which provides a scalable
solution for CV quantum sources. This calls for a squeezing process with χ(3) nonlinearity in a small footprint
structure. The first signature of squeezing on a silicon chip was shown by Dutt, et al. in a silicon nitride (SiN)
microresonator [23], in which a spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) process was employed and a reduction was
observed in the relative intensity fluctuations between bright signal and idler beams below the shot-noise level.
Recently, Vaidya, et al. [24] successfully observed quadrature-phase squeezing with the SFWM scheme operating
below oscillation threshold. However, the squeezed sideband are generated from two largely-separated (190 GHz)
cavity modes and can only be measured via a bichromatic heterodyne measurement [25], rendering it unsuitable for
interferometric sensing and CV information processing applications.
In this Letter, we generate quadrature squeezing near the degenerate carrier frequency by employing a dual-
pumped degenerate four wave mixing (DPFWM) scheme [26] in which two pump fields provide parametric gain for
the degenerate signal field at a frequency centered between those of the pump fields [Fig. 1(b)]. This scheme can be
viewed as the χ(3) counterpart to the DPDC process [Fig. 1(a)], where the upper virtual transition level is driven
by two pump fields rather than by one. Previously, this DPFWM scheme has been used for on-chip random number
generation [27], degenerate photon-pair generation [28] and for Boson sampling [29]. The possibility of using it to
generate squeezed states was recently studied theoretically by Vernon, et al. [30], but no experimental demonstration
has been shown prior to this work.
2FIG. 1. (a) The DPDC process used in χ(2) based squeezing, and (b) the DPFWM process used in this experiment for on-
silicon-chip squeezing. (c) Experimental schematic (not to scale). Two pump lasers at 1543 nm and 1559 nm are coupled
onto the chip which simultaneously generates a squeezed state and an LO. The two output fields are overlapped on a 50/50
beamsplitter with the arm length difference controlled by a piezo steering mirror. After the beamsplitter, the pump fields are
separated from the signal fields with two transmission gratings. The signal fields are then detected by a balanced photodetector,
and the RF signal is recorded by an RF spectrum analyzer.
Our on-chip squeezing device is based on the SiN-on-insulator platform, which has the advantage of extremely
low propagation loss, high χ(3) nonlinearity and large-scale monolithically integrability. It has been one of the most
successful platforms in photonics research with both classical and quantum applications [31, 32]. Particularly, its low
propagation loss (≈ 0.28 dB/cm for the current device and 0.08 dB/cm has been shown [33]) and ease of fabrication
allow for implementation of cavity-enhanced squeezing schemes on chip, which greatly boosts the squeezing level and
shrinks the device footprint. Quadrature-squeezed states are best characterized by homodyne measurements that are
also essential to CV quantum information protocols. To perform a homodyne measurement, a local oscillator (LO)
that is phase coherent with the squeezed state is required. In the DPDC scheme, the process is pumped by the
second-harmonic beam of a laser at the fundamental frequency which itself is used as a coherent LO. In the DPFWM
scheme, the process is pumped by two lasers at disparate frequencies, and a LO does not readily exist. In this work,
we generate the squeezed state and a coherent LO on the same chip simultaneously. We fabricate two identical ring
resonators that are evanescently coupled to their respective bus waveguides with the coupling gaps chosen such that
one ring is critically coupled and the other is overcoupled. For the current experiment, the overcoupled ring has an
escape efficiency of 2/3 (i.e., loaded Q is 3× that of the intrinsic Q) and the intrinsic Q of the microresonators is
measured to be 1.3 million. Each SiN ring has a platinum microheater above the silicon dioxide cladding to adjust
for any mismatch in resonance frequencies that arises from accumulated phase shifts in the coupling region and non-
uniform material strains across the chip. The two bus waveguides split the pumps evenly through a multi-mode
interferometric beamsplitter (MMI) at the input. When the pump frequencies are tuned to the resonant modes of
both microresonators, the critically coupled ring oscillates, producing a bright local oscillator, and the overcoupled
ring remains below threshold, generating a squeezed state. The matching of the transverse mode profiles between
the LO and the squeezed state are naturally achieved by this scheme since they are generated in the same waveguide
mode. Henceforth, we will refer to the critically coupled ring as the oscillator and the overcoupled ring as the squeezer.
Two stable states with a pi phase difference are supported by the oscillator [34, 35]. Each time the pump fields are
turned on, the LO settles into one of two stable phases. However for the purpose of this experiment, the two states
yield the same results since a pi phase shift of the LO results in a measurement on the same quadrature component.
To ensure that degenerate oscillation is the dominant nonlinear process, we dispersion engineer the microresonators to
have small normal group-velocity dispersion (GVD) at the degenerate frequency such that the parametric gain peaks
at this frequency [26].
A critical aspect for this dual-pumped system is that it can display rich nonlinear dynamics due to the existence of
SPM and cross-phase modulation (XPM) [36]. To more fully understand the dynamics of each resonator, we model
3FIG. 2. Numerical simulation of equilibrium states in a dual pumped χ(3) cavity. For clarity, some equilibrium states are not
shown. Stable states are plotted in solid lines and unstable states in dashed lines. Dark lines indicate the branch accessed in
the experiment and light lines indicate the branches to avoid. The states corresponding to the final experimental condition are
shown in circles. The simulation parameters are chosen as δr = 2pi × 650 MHz, γ = 1 W
−1m−1, L = 230 µm, fδ = 2pi × 500
GHz, Pb = 48 mW, and Pr = 54 mW, α = 2pi × 150 MHz, (a) θ = 2pi × 150 MHz, and (b) θ = 2pi × 300 MHz.
the pump and signal evolution with the same set of three-coupled-mode equations [37],
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where Ai (i = b, r, s) are the amplitudes of the short-wavelength (blue) pump, long-wavelength (red) pump, and the
signal fields, respectively, α is the scattering loss rate, θ is the bus-ring coupling rate, fδ is the free spectral range
(FSR), γ is the nonlinear coefficient, L is the cavity length, Pi (i = b, r) are the input pump powers, and δi (i = b, r)
are the pump detunings with respect to the linear cavity resonance in angular frequency. We choose the convention
such that δi > 0 indicates red detuning. δβ = δb/2 + δr/2 + 2pi
2β2Lm
2f3δ is the signal detuning due to second order
dispersion, where β2 is the GVD coefficient and m is the mode index difference between the pump and the signal. We
normalize the field amplitudes such that |Ai|2 represents the average power in the cavity. The α and θ parameters
can be directly related to the intrinsic and loaded Q factors Qi and Ql as α = ω/Qi and α + θ = ω/Ql, where
ω is the angular frequency of the signal field. The complex nonlinear dynamics can be illustrated by plotting the
bifurcation behaviors of the system. We fix the detuning of the red pump and sweep the detuning of the blue pump
while searching for all equilibrium states (Fig. 2). The stable states are shown in solid lines and the unstable states
are shown in dashed lines. In the oscillator ring, a signal field is generated with a small-detuned blue pump if the red
pump is initially on the lower branch of the equilibrium states (darker lines). We show examples of other equilibrium
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FIG. 3. Output spectra from the oscillator (a) and the squeezer (b), respectively. The FSR of the devices is 4 nm (500 GHz).
states that are supported within the same detuning parameter space with lighter lines, which need to be avoided as
they are unsuitable for either LO or squeezed state generation. The squeezer ring is identical as the oscillator ring
except for a higher bus-ring couping rate (θ). Importantly, as their pumps are derived from the same laser sources,
both the oscillator and the squeezer operate under the same detuning conditions. To generate a squeezed state, it is
necessary to operate below oscillation threshold while keeping a high intracavity power of both pumps. By examining
Fig. 2(b), we find that it can be achieved by the same branch of equilibrium states as the oscillation branch in Fig.
2(a). Experimentally, this branch of states can be accessed by tuning the red pump from a long wavelength to the
desired detuning value (650 MHz red detuned) followed by tuning the blue pump from a short wavelength into the
resonance. The experiment is performed at the detunings which have a LO power slightly lower than the maximum
power (supplementary material). The corresponding equilibrium states are indicated by circles in Fig. 2. Under
nearly all conditions, the intracavity powers of the two pump fields are not equal even for equal input powers due to
their tendency to repel each other at high powers [36]. This can make both the optical parametric oscillation (OPO)
and the squeezing processes less energy efficient but poses no fundamental limit to the attainable squeezing level.
The output spectrum of the LO ring is shown in Fig. 3(a). The two pump fields are at 1543 nm and 1559 nm,
respectively and the LO is generated at 1551 nm, two FSR’s away from the pump resonances. We also observe
frequency components generated by other FWM processes, but they are sufficiently weak and far detuned from the
LO that they can be neglected. The LO light is easily separated from the other frequency components with a grating
[Fig. 1(c)] owing to the large FSR of microcavities. The spectrum corresponding to squeezed state generation is
shown in Fig. 3(b). The small peak at the signal wavelength (1551 nm) is due to the back reflection from the facets
of waveguides (≈ 4% per facet) and the back scattering of the LO microresonator. This spurious signal is measured
to be more than 40 dB lower than that of the LO. The effect of a weak seed laser on squeezing has been studied in
the context of coherent control of squeezed states and has been found to be tolerable for low power seeds or high
frequency detection sidebands [38, 39]. It is also possible to further eliminate this spurious signal by using angled
waveguide facets or a filter ring before the squeezer. The other bright frequency components in Fig. 3(b) are a result
of stimulated FWM processes, whose effects are negligible for squeezed-state generation near the degenerate point.
To characterize the squeezed state with a homodyne measurement [Fig. 1(c)], we interfere the two output beams
(including all frequency components) from the chip on a beam splitter (Thorlabs CCM5-BS018, T = 42%, R = 47%).
We use two transmission gratings (LightSmyth T-966C-1610-90) to spatially separate the different frequency modes
of the output, for which 97% of the light goes into the first diffraction order. In principle, the beam splitter can be
replaced by an on-chip evanescent coupler, and the gratings can be replaced by on-chip add-drop ring filters, both of
which have negligible losses. The two LO beams after the gratings are collected into high numerical aperture fibers
(Thorlabs FP200ERT) and detected by fiber-coupled balanced detectors (Thorlabs PDB150C). We use a polarizer
(Thorlabs LPNIR050) to balance the DC photocurrents of the two PD’s, where the initial imbalance arises from the
imperfect splitting ratio of the beam splitter and the unequal responsivities of the PD’s. We use a piezo steering
mirror on the squeezer path to control the relative delay between the squeezed state and the LO. A maximum scanning
voltage of 75 V corresponds to a phase change of ≈ 2.6pi. Figure 4 shows the photocurrent noise for 3 scanning periods
5FIG. 4. (a) Piezo scan voltage and (b) Detected RF noise power while the delay is scanned, (i) with the squeezed state, (ii)
without the squeezed state, and (iii) without light. Shaded regions A and B correspond to the return part of the scan. After
the third scan, we block the squeezed state to record an extra copy of the shot noise, which is shown in shaded region C.
at a sideband frequency of 40 MHz, with a resolution bandwidth of 100 kHz, and a video bandwidth of 100 Hz. At
the end of the third scan, we block the squeezed state and record the shot-noise level. For a clear comparison, we
record a second copy of the shot noise for a same time span as the scan with the squeezed state blocked, which shows
excellent agreement with the first shot-noise measurement. In Fig. 4, the scanned signal dips below the shot-noise
level, which indicates squeezing. The high fluctuation level of the anti-squeezed quadrature indicates that the squeezer
is operated close to oscillation threshold. Due to the limited number of data points in each scan, we estimate the
measured squeezing level as follows. In each valley, we take the data point at the lowest noise level and the two data
points next to it, resulting in 18 data points from 6 valleys. We then remove an anomalous point caused by optical
component vibration in the measurement system. By averaging the remaining 17 data points, we obtain a directly
observed squeezing level of 0.8 dB ± 0.09 dB, which is an underestimation of the actual squeezing level as the 3 data
points in each valley cover a 12◦ phase interval around the squeezed quadrature, which effectively introduces a portion
of the anti-squeezed quadrature noise into the measurement. The low detector dark noise clearance also artificially
reduces the measured squeezing level. This effect can be removed by a simple numerical subtraction, which yields
a detector noise corrected squeezing level of 1.34 dB ± 0.16 dB. The measured squeezing level is also reduced by
the losses in the measurement system. We estimate the total loss to be 48%, including Fresnel losses, mirror losses,
beamsplitter loss, grating losses and the detector quantum efficiency. After correcting for these losses, we infer an
on-chip squeezing level of 3.1 dB ± 0.5 dB.
Similar to squeezing in a χ(2) cavity, the level of squeezing from our χ(3) microresonator is ultimately limited
by the cavity scattering losses and the output coupling ratio. However, due to the proximity between the pump
fields and the signal in our scheme, other parasitic χ(3) processes can occur. The nonlinear processes of SPM and
XPM modify the cavity detuning of the squeezed signal but do not change the maximum squeezing level that is
achieved near oscillation threshold. The more deleterious processes are SFWM and FWM Bragg scattering processes
[30] that couple the squeezed mode to other cavity modes, which degrades the tight field correlation between the
upper and lower frequency sidebands of the squeezed mode. Indeed, a theoretical model including all parasitic
processes (supplementary material) show that no more than 0.8 dB of squeezing can be generated if these processes are
unmitigated. The operation regime (circles in Fig. 2) in this experiment is chosen to suppress the parasitic processes
based on their different phase matching conditions compared to the DPFWM process. We present a detailed analysis
in the supplementary material where we show that the pump state in Fig. 2(b) leads to a theoretical squeezing level
of 3.5 dB, agreeing with the experimental observation.
In conclusion, we experimentally demonstrate the first silicon-chip-based generation of quadrature-phase squeezed
states in the radio frequency (RF) carrier sideband. This also represents the first time squeezing is observed from the
6DPFWM process. We also show that the pump waves can exhibit rich nonlinear dynamical behavior that determines
the squeezing levels. The SiN platform we used for squeezing is a mature technology for large-scale fabrication of
linear optical components which, combined with squeezed states, can be used to form entangled CV states [40] and
CV cluster states. We believe this technology paves the way for the fully on-chip implementation of CV quantum
protocols and possibly photonic-based universal quantum computers.
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1Near-degenerate quadrature-squeezed vacuum generation on a silicon-nitride chip:
supplementary material
EXPERIMENT SETUP
The pump source consists of two external-cavity diode lasers (ECDL’s, New Focus VelocityTM TLB-6728) at 1543
nm and 1559 nm, respectively. Both lasers are amplified by erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA’s) and sent to
dense wavelength division multiplexers (DWDM’s) to filter the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. We
insert polarization controllers (PC’s) after the DWDM’s and combine the two lasers with a 50/50 beam splitter. The
combined pumps are coupled into the chip (TE00 mode) using a lensed fiber. We connect a two-channel voltage source
to the two integrated microheaters through a multi-contact wedge. The heaters are used to match the resonances of
the microrings through thermal tuning.
The photonic chip consists of a multimode-interferometric beamsplitter (MMI) and two microring resonators. The
splitting ratio of the MMI is 1.04 :1 for all relevant wavelengths (1543 nm to 1559 nm). Both microrings have cross
sections of 730 nm × 1050 nm and radii of 46 µm. The coupling gaps are 575 nm (critically coupled) and 525 nm
(overcoupled), respectively. The critically coupled ring serves as the oscillator and the overcoupled ring serve as the
squeezer. The pump powers for the microrings can be measured at the outputs of each bus waveguide, which yields
48 mW for the 1543 nm pump and 54 mW for the 1559 nm pump.
Due to the existence of self- (SPM) and cross-phase modulation (XPM), the dual pumped optical parametric
oscillators (OPO’s) exhibit extremely rich nonlinear dynamics. Our theoretical model shows that many branches of
steady states can be found. In this experiment we only explore one branch of the states that we can most reliably
access. Moreover, this operation regime provides significant suppression of parasitic nonlinear processes (see section
3). First, we set the 1559 nm pump on the red side of its corresponding resonance with a detuning of ≈ 2 GHz. Then
we tune the 1543-nm pump from the blue side into resonance. As the 1543-nm pump is tuned, the resonance around
1559 nm redshifts due to both XPM and thermal refractive effect, effectively reducing the detuning of the 1559-nm
pump. With proper detuning of the 1543 nm pump, we find a regime where the oscillator generates a bright LO
while the squeezer is below threshold. With this scheme, the LO power is sensitive to the frequency separation of the
two pumps, where a pump frequency drift of ≈ 100 MHz can noticeably change the power of the LO. To improve the
stability of the generation scheme, we tap a small portion of the LO power and use it as a reference to stabilize the
frequency of the 1543 nm laser through a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. The 1559 nm pump is left
free running as its slight drift would be compensated by the thermal refractive effect, known as soft thermal locking
[S1].
At the output of the photonic chip, we use an aspheric lens (not shown in the figure) to collimate the outputs of
the two bus wavegudes. We then overlap the two output beams on a 50/50 beamsplitter. We place a piezo steering
mirror on the squeezer arm to actively control the phase difference between the two arms. After the beamsplitter we
use two transmission gratings to separate the signal from the pumps. Finally we couple the two signal beams into
two uncoated large-numerical-aperture fibers which are connected to a balanced photodetector. The electrical signal
is sent to a radio frequency spectrum analyzer (RFSA) for noise characterization.
FIG. S1. Experimental setup. EDFA, erbium-doped fiber amplifier; DWDM, dense wavelength-division multiplexer; PC,
polarization controller; FBS, fiber beamsplitter; BS, beamsplitter; RFSA, radio frequency spectrum analyzer.
2PC
FIG. S2. (a) Experimental setup for delayed self-heterodyne measurement. (b, c) Frequency noise measurement of the pump
laser (b) and the LO beam (c). Insets, Lorentzian fit of the noise envelope. (d) LO beam intensity noise measurement.
LOCAL OSCILLATOR NOISE CHARACTERIZATION
We characterize the phase noise of the LO using a delayed self-heterodyne technique [S2]. We couple the grating-
separated signal beam into a fiber (not shown in Fig S2) and use a 50/50 beamsplitter to split the signal into two
parts. The top arm is intensity modulated at 1 GHz to create a frequency sideband. The bottom arm is delayed
by a pathlength significantly longer than the expected coherence length (15 km of single-mode fiber). The two arms
are subsequently recombined and the beat signal is detected by a photodiode. We use a high pass filter (HPF) to
reject the beatings near the zero frequency and retain only the signal near the modulation sideband. The beatnote is
recorded by a RFSA.
We show the measured sideband signal in Fig. S2(b) and (c), where the sharp peak corresponds to the modulation
RF tone, and the broad envelope corresponds to the phase noise. The pump and LO linewidths are found by fitting
the top of the noise envelopes with Lorentzian curves [insets, Fig. S2(b) and (c)]. We extract a LO full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) linewidth of 223 kHz, which is close to twice the linewidth of the pump lasers (114 kHz). This
corresponds to a LO coherence length of 428 m (200 m) in free space (waveguide) which is sufficient for nearly all CV
quantum information protocols.
The intensity noise of the LO is characterized directly by splitting the LO on a 50/50 beamsplitter and detecting the
outgoing beams with a balanced photodetector. We characterize the total noise of the LO by measuring the intensity
noise on each photodiode separately. A balanced detection rejects the classical noise by > 30 dB and retains the shot
noise corresponding to the combined beam power. Due to the limited dynamic range of our balanced detector, the
LO power is attenuated (375 µW) to avoid saturation of the single PD output, resulting in a RF noise close to the
detector noise floor. We independently measure the noise floor of the detector and remove it numerically from LO
noise spectra. As can be seen in Fig. S2(b), the classical noise of the LO extends beyond 50 MHz, which is the 3-dB
gain bandwidth of our detector. This is attributed to the broadband thermal refractive noise present in silicon nitride
[S3, S4]. The balanced detection rejects these classical noise fluctuations, and we observe a noise spectrum matching
the detector gain spectrum beyond 15 MHz. With the availability of ultrahigh-Q microresonators [S5], the classical
noise can be further reduced via integrated ring filters. In our experiments, we perform RF analysis around 40 MHz
where the classical noise is sufficiently low and the detector gain is high.
THEORY OF SQUEEZED STATE GENERATION
A theoretical analysis of squeezed state generation with dual-pumped degenerate four-wave mxing (DPFWM) was
shown in [S6], where the analysis did not include potential parasitic processes. To understand the results of the current
experiment, those processes must be included and the resulting model is presented in this section. There are 5 cavity
modes that are most relevant to the experiment, the two pump modes, the signal mode and two dephasing channels
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FIG. S3. (a) Locations of the relevant resonances in frequency domain. (b) Theoretical calculation of squeezing generated by
DPFWM, with parameters corresponding to the experiment (i), maximum parasitic coupling (ii), and no parasitic coupling
(iii).
due to parasitic nonlinear processes [Fig. S3(a)]. In the small normal group-velocity-dispersion (GVD) resonator, the
strengths of different nonlinear processes are determined by the interplay between SPM, XPM and pump detunings.
Quantitatively, we define the pump detunings ∆−1 (red pump), ∆1 (blue pump) which include SPM and XPM effects
as,
∆−1 = δr − γLfδ(Pr + 2Pb), (S1)
∆1 = δb − γLfδ(2Pr + Pb), (S2)
where δr (δb) is the red (blue) pump detuning with respect to the linear cavity, γ is the nonlinear coefficient, L is the
cavity length, fδ is the FSR, Pr (Pb) is the red (blue) pump power inside the cavity. These definitions are the same
as those in the main text. Similarly, the detuning of the signal mode can be found as,
∆0 =
δr + δb
2
+ 2pi2β2Lm
2f3δ − 2γLfδ(Pr + Pb), (S3)
where β2 is the GVD coefficient. The first, second, and third terms correspond to the frequency tuning, dispersion
effect, and XPM, respectively. The squeezing level is reduced if the central mode strongly couples to other modes
through spurious nonlinear processes such as spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) and four-wave mixing Bragg
scattering (FWMBS). The detuning of these modes [Fig. S3(a)] can be found as,
∆−2 =
3δr − δb
2
− 6pi2β2Lm2f3δ − 2γLfδ(Pr + Pb), (S4)
∆2 =
3δb − δr
2
− 6pi2β2Lm2f3δ − 2γLfδ(Pr + Pb), (S5)
where the three terms have the same physical meaning as those in Eqn. (S3). In our low GVD and small mode
separation system, the detuning term caused by dispersion is much smaller than the other terms and the linewidth.
The parasitic nonlinear processes can be suppressed by creating significant detunings to ∆−2 and ∆2 while keeping
a low detuning of ∆0. We choose parameters such that δr ≈ 4γLfδ(Pr + Pb) and δb ≈ 0, i.e. a red detuned long-
wavelength pump and small detuned short-wavelength pump with respect to the linear cavity resonances. A quick
estimation shows that we can achieve a near-zero ∆0, a large positive ∆−2 and a large negative ∆2, indicating a
suppression of the parasitic processes. The corresponding configuration is shown in Fig. 2(b).
To quantitatively estimate the effect of the parasitic processes, we first write down the equation of motion for each
cavity mode annihilation operator [S7–S9], which all have the same general form as,
daˆ(t)
dt
= − i
~
[aˆ(t), Hˆsys(t)]− θ
2
aˆ(t)− α
2
aˆ(t)−
√
θaˆin(t)−
√
αbˆin(t), (S6)
where Hˆsys(t) is the cavity Hamiltonian, θ and α are the bus-ring coupling rate and photon scattering rate as shown
in the main text, aˆin(t) and bˆin(t) are the annihilation operators corresponding to the cavity dissipation channels of
4bus waveguide and radiative modes, respectively. We assume the two pumps are classical undepleted fields, which
yields a cavity Hamiltonian,
Hˆsys(t) = Hˆsq(t) + Hˆxpm(t) + Hˆsf (t) + Hˆbs(t), (S7)
Hˆsq(t) = ~γLfδ
√
PrPbe
−i(ωrt+ωbt+φr+φb)aˆ†0(t)aˆ
†
0(t) +H.c., (S8)
Hˆxpm(t) = 2~γLfδ(Pr + Pb)[aˆ
†
0(t)aˆ0(t) + aˆ
†
−2(t)aˆ−2(t) + aˆ
†
2(t)aˆ2(t)], (S9)
Hˆsf (t) = ~γLfδ[Pre
−i(2ωrt+2φr)aˆ†0aˆ
†
−2(t) + Pbe
−i(2ωb+2φb)aˆ†0aˆ
†
2(t)] +H.c., (S10)
Hˆbs(t) = 2~γLfδ
√
PrPbe
−i(ωrt−ωbt+φr−φb)[aˆ0(t)aˆ
†
−2(t) + aˆ
†
0(t)aˆ2(t)] +H.c., (S11)
where aˆ0, aˆ−2 and aˆ2 are the annihilation operators for the signal mode and two nonlinear dephasing channels
respectively, Hˆsq(t), Hˆxpm(t), Hˆsf (t) and Hˆbs(t) are the Hamiltonians for DPFWM, XPM, SFWM and FWMBS
respectively, φr and φb are the initial phases of the two pump fields which, we now show, can be eliminated through
variable transformations. For the analysis of squeezing, we use the equation of motion on frequency domain operators
[S7] by performing the following transformations,
aˆ0(ω) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
ei(ω+
ωr+ωb
2
)t+
φr+φb
2 aˆ0(t)dt, (S12)
aˆ−2(ω) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
ei(ω+
3ωr−ωb
2
)t+
3φr−φb
2 aˆ−2(t)dt, (S13)
aˆ2(ω) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
ei(ω+
3ωb−ωr
2
)t+
3φb−φr
2 aˆ2(t)dt, (S14)
where we also extracted carrier frequencies and chose convenient phase references. Because of the high Q nature of
the microresonators, each cavity mode only couple to a narrow frequency band of the input field operators aˆin(t) and
bˆin(t). We can also perform a similar transformation as Eqn. [S12-S14] to these operators,
oˆ0(ω) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
ei(ω+
ωr+ωb
2
)t+
φr+φb
2 oˆ(t)dt, (S15)
oˆ−2(ω) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
ei(ω+
3ωr−ωb
2
)t+
3φr−φb
2 oˆ(t)dt, (S16)
oˆ2(ω) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
ei(ω+
3ωb−ωr
2
)t+
3φb−φr
2 oˆ(t)dt, (S17)
where oˆ = aˆin, bˆin. We now define vector operators,
rˆ(ω) =
(
aˆ0(ω), aˆ
†
0(−ω), aˆ−2(ω), aˆ†−2(−ω), aˆ2(ω), aˆ†2(−ω)
)⊺
, (S18)
rˆin(ω) =
(
aˆin,0(ω), aˆ
†
in,0(−ω), aˆin,−2(ω), aˆ†in,−2(−ω), aˆin,2(ω), aˆ†in,2(−ω)
)⊺
, (S19)
uˆin(ω) =
(
bˆin,0(ω), bˆ
†
in,0(−ω), bˆin,−2(ω), bˆ†in,−2(−ω), bˆin,2(ω), bˆ†in,2(−ω)
)⊺
, (S20)
All three vectors follow the commutation relation,
[oˆ(ω), oˆ⊺(ω′)] = oˆ(ω)oˆ⊺(ω′)− [oˆ(ω)oˆ⊺(ω′)]⊺
=


0 1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 −1 0


δ(ω − ω′). (S21)
where oˆ(ω) = rˆ(ω), rˆin(ω), uˆin(ω). Now the equation of motion for the vector operator can be concisely written as,
−iωrˆ = iArˆ − θ + α
2
rˆ −
√
θrˆin −
√
αuˆin, (S22)
5where,
A =


−∆0 ξ ξ ξr ξ ξb
−ξ ∆0 −ξr −ξ −ξb −ξ
ξ ξr −∆−2 0 0 0
−ξr −ξ 0 ∆−2 0 0
ξ ξb 0 0 −∆2 0
−ξb −ξ 0 0 0 ∆2


(S23)
ξ = 2γLfδ
√
PrPb, (S24)
ξr = γLfδPr, (S25)
ξb = γLfδPb. (S26)
This linear system can be readily solved with a matrix inversion. With the input-output relation [S7], we can express
the output field as,
rˆout(ω) = (I + θM)rˆin +
√
θαMuˆin, (S27)
where I is the identity matrix and,
M = [i(ωI +A)− θ + α
2
I]−1. (S28)
rˆout(ω) together with the commutation relation Eqn. (S21) contain all the statistical information of the output fields.
By defining,
Ψ =


1 e−i2ψ 0 0 0 0
ei2ψ 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 , (S29)
we can write the quadrature fluctuation of the signal field as,
S(ψ;ω) = 〈rˆ†out(ω)Ψrˆout(ω)〉 , (S30)
We further let S = (I + θM †)Ψ(I + θM) + θαM †ΨM = (sij), then,
S(ψ;ω) = s22 + s44 + s66, (S31)
i.e. the quadrature fluctuation can be calculated as the sum of the (2,2), (4,4) and (6,6) elements of the numerical
matrix S.
The coupled ring structure, as introduced in the main text, allows us to realize ∆−2,∆2 ≫ ξ, ξr, ξb, which reduces
S(ψ;ω) to the ideal squeezing case with a minimum fluctuation given by,
S(ψ;ω)min = S(
pi
4
; 0) =
(ξ − θ−α2 )2 + θα
(ξ + θ+α2 )
2
, (S32)
and an oscillation threshold given by ξ = (θ+ α)/2. Equation (S32) is exactly the same as one would get from a χ(2)
based DPDC process.
We estimate the parameters in our experiment based on the calculation shown in Fig. 2(b), with δr = 2pi×650 MHz,
δb = 0 MHz, Pr = 9.5 W, Pb = 3.2 W, θ = 2pi× 300 MHz, and α = 2pi× 150 MHz. These values lead to ξ = 2pi× 220
MHz, ξr = 2pi × 200 MHz, ξb = 2pi × 60 MHz, ∆0 = 2pi × 165 MHz, ∆−2 = 2pi × 355 MHz, and ∆2 = 2pi × (−945)
MHz. The corresponding quadrature fluctuation S(ψ; 0) is shown in Fig S3(b)(i) with a maximum noise reduction
of 3.3 dB. As a comparison, we calculate the squeezing level with maximum nonlinear parasitic coupling by setting
∆0 = ∆−2 = ∆2 = 0 MHz, which results in a squeezing level of only 0.8 dB [Fig. S3(b)(ii)]. We also note that in this
case higher squeezing levels can be achieved with lower pump powers. The ideal squeezing is calculated by setting
∆0 = 0 MHz, ∆−2 = 2pi × 3550 MHz, ∆2 = 2pi × (−9450) MHz and we get the ideal quadrature fluctuation for the
current cavity coupling condition with a squeezing level of 4.7 dB [Fig. S3(b)(iii)].
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